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As digital systems multiply across the urban landscape, they are producing immense streams of data that can help inform how we manage and plan cities. The potential now exists, at a scale previously unavailable, to directly measure issues that have been central to the urban environment since its inception, such as equity, environment, value creation, service provision, public opinion, and the effects of physical form. In this talk Sarah Williams, the Director of MIT’s Civic Data Design Lab will explain how anyone can harness data and make it actionable for the development of sustainable and equitable cities. Using compelling illustrations from her own work, which ranges from environmental sensing to data analytics about the public realm during Covid-19, this talk will inspire us to think of new ways to use data to improve the places we live.
Kent Larson directs the City Science (formerly Changing Places) group at the MIT Media Lab. His research focuses on developing urban interventions that enable more entrepreneurial, livable, high-performance districts in cities. To that end, his projects include advanced simulation and augmented reality for urban design, transformable micro-housing for millennials, mobility-on-demand systems that create alternatives to private automobiles, and Urban Living Lab deployments in Hamburg, Andorra, Taipei, and Boston.

Larson and researchers from his group received the "10-Year Impact Award" from UbiComp 2014. This is a “test of time” award for work that, with the benefit of hindsight, has had the greatest impact over the previous decade.


In response to the pandemic and climate change - and the inequities that both have revealed - there is a growing interest in building more resilient communities that can adapt and grow stronger when faced with the inevitable challenges in the future. Kent Larson will present the work of his group to help realize the vision of cities as a network of healthy, high-functioning, resilient communities:

**Urban Programming.** Cityscope is a data-driven, evidence-based simulation and community engagement platform, now being deployed in Hamburg and other cities, to model new approaches to urban design, housing, mobility, and energy networks that could dramatically improve both the social and environmental performance of cities.

**Light Autonomy.** The Persuasive Electric Vehicle (PEV) and the MIT Autonomous Bicycle are ultra-light, shared-use autonomous vehicles that could replace cars and mass transit within urban districts.

**Responsive Housing.** The CityHome is a modular, transformable, technology-enabled, system for post-pandemic urban apartments that can effortlessly convert from living to working to sleeping to exercise to entertaining.

**Algorithmic Zoning.** Conventional land-use regulations do not respond to rapidly changing social, economic and technological conditions. City Science is developing an algorithmic zoning alternative that deploys fine-grained and dynamic incentives to create the community assets necessary for civic homeostasis.

**ESG Resilient Community Metrics.** Modern cities are largely built with private money. In collaboration with the UN SDG Ambition initiative, City Science is developing new ESG Resilient Community metrics to encourage pro-social community investment.